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The Museum has changed dramatically over the

last few years, and it is now entering a phase

where it has to be, and be seen to be, more pro-

fessional in its appearance and approach in man-

aging its collection.

Following recommendations made in the Business

and Activity Plans for last year’s Heritage Lottery

Fund submission, the Trustees have decided to

appoint the Museum’s first Curator, whose cost has

been budgeted within this year’s expenditure plans.

The appointment is on a part-time Contract basis

and will involve about 100 days of dedicated

work for the Museum each year.

The Curator will be a central focus for those looking

in from outside, for other museums, grant providers

or other individuals.

The Board has decided to appoint Alistair

Hodgson to this role because of his understanding

of the Museum’s collection which enabled him to

produce the HLF Conservation Plan (a plan

required as part of our Round 2 HLF submission)

and, over the past 5 years, the Museum’s

Accreditation process with the Arts Council, and

his commitment to the development of the

Museum.

The Board requests all volunteers to give their full

support and assistance to Alistair in his new role.

Alistair, a volunteer member with more than 10

years’ service at the Museum, becomes our

Curator reporting to Marcus Williams, the

Museum’s Administration Director. 

Alistair is a Chartered Engineer and has worked as a

freelance engineering consultant since 2001, follow-

ing 20 years as a Project Engineer/Project Manager

in large multinational contracting companies in the

energy and transport sectors.

Around the Museum, he is better known for his

work on restoring the de Havilland Sea Venom and

also as the custodian of our de Havilland Sea Vixen.

The Curator position will involve looking after the

condition and interpretation of all of the Museum’s

collection – not just the aircraft but all of the other

items such as engines, aircraft components,

documents, photographs, models and so on. It is

important that all these items are properly conserved

for the use and enjoyment of future generations. The

Curator’s role is to see that they are suitably stored,

and displayed with information that tells visitors

about their history and significance.

The collections also need to be properly cata-

logued and documented, a huge task which is

already well under way and which Alistair will

manage and support.

Besides looking after the Museum’s internal stan-

dards and procedures, Alistair will be supporting the

Museum’s growing programme of Outreach activi-
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ties by expanding his current work of talking to

clubs and societies about the history and work of the

Museum. He will also become more involved in

hosting group visits whenever possible.

MUSEUM CURATOR ROLE

1. THE FIRST STEPS

These are the tasks on which Alistair will focus as a

priority-

� Stewards and Aircraft Restoration Teams;

Meet with the Stewards, Restoration teams and the

AeroShop staff to explain the role, and emphasise

that as Curator he will offer every support and help.

� Mobilise teams to clean outdoor aircraft;

Work with Don Stoddart to identify a small group of

people who can carry out the cleaning tasks safely

and without damaging aircraft, before the Museum

opens on Sunday March 5th.

� Engage with the Archiving Team;.

Establish clearer reporting lines to improve their

terms of reference and clarify their areas of responsi-

bility;

Review the Team resource because their job is criti-

cal to our retaining our Accredited status. We need

more volunteers to help with the cataloguing process

as we must demonstrate good progress to the Arts

Council.

� Work to help secure external funding;.
At the moment, we are planning to apply to a grant-

making fund for financing of our training proposals.

Alistair has already prepared a  draft submission and

will continue to refine this with input from the

Trustees, against the Fund’s deadline in March.

2. NEXT STEPS
� Establish budgets for Restoration Projects;

This is a Board request to see and he will be well

placed to help prepare these budgets.

� Develop a Strategy for future Restoration

Projects;

To identify new projects that will complement our

Conservation Strategy.

� Develop Proposals for East Tilbury;

The East Tilbury store is not a suitable store for our

reserve collection. It needs work to clean it, re-pack

it and ideally to put in some heavy-duty storage

shelving;

Alistair will develop proposals that will inevitably

lead to discussions with the Landlord and will also

consider alternative suitable premises that may

become available nearer to the Museum.

� Become the key contact for Museum

Tours.

It is a Curator’s responsibility to communicate the

benefits of the Collection to a wide audience, inter-

nally and externally. This entails presenting at exter-

nal Association and club meetings and taking

responsibility for running guided tours at the

Museum.

� Become the key contact for enquiries

about Museum Collections;

The key contact for enquiries about the Museum’s

collection is the Curator and we will make changes

to our website to facilitate this need.

� Clarify the Acquisitions Policy.

Provide clearer guidance for acquisitions to ensure

that we only accept artefacts that will enhance our

collection.

� Review Loans In/Loans Out procedures;

Clarify the procedures and documentation for these

procedures.

� Develop the Museum Training Scheme.
There is a need to develop our skills to ensure the

Museum’s sustainability and to create a “Centre of

Excellence” that fits with our vision;

Initially newer volunteers could be tasked to help

with a number of minor conservation projects around

the Museum.

� Rationalise the Model Collection.

We have too many models on display and the stan-

dard is variable. Using the cataloguing work com-

pleted last year we will reduce the number of models

by around 50%, putting the excess into storage.
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